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What a great weekend! After months 
of working I get to have two enjoyable 
visitors to our club at Southern 
Naturally: Wendy Lowe, president of 
NZNF and hubby Nick, all the way from 
Hawkes Bay to see us... yes they are 
disease free! and with the weather that 
we had... bring on summer :) 

With the festival now behind us and 
with no thanks to covid, we would have 
been ready for the festival no matter 
what some are saying. We had three 
other options that we could have used 
for suitable venues. Alison and I have 
run the NZ Deer Culler's conference, 
and two Deer Culler's reunions in 

Tuatapere catering for 120 guests at one 
and 160 at the other, so we do have a 
good knowledge of what it is all about. 
It is unfortunate that we have an 
inconsistency within our membership 
and feel we will not be hosting a festival 
here in the near future. 

We thank The Orchard Club without 
reservation for their work and support. 
What a really great bunch. 

Now covid is set upon us in the south 
island – how dumb is dumb – and will 
we go into another lock down and for 
how long... will we still have the NZNF-
AGM near Christchurch this year? 

I have been 
t a lk in g  w i t h 
people on another 
i s l and  abou t 
naturists and they 
would like to 
form a club as 
meeting on a beach would be the most 
southern free beach worldwide. We will 
see where the talks go on this. 

Well I guess the club is now moving 
into the mode of ‘work in progress’ so 
lets hope we can keep our freedoms with 
everybody making good decisions 
without coercion.  

Thanks a Million - Ernie 

Following the sad cancellation of the SN Festival, here’s  the beginning of their newsletter! 

Three Presidents meet 
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No togs, no problem, if you pick your beach right. 
Why New Zealand needs to get over ourselves 
when it comes to our attitudes towards nudity – 
and why a nude beach is a great place to start. 

I was trying to explain to my husband the point 
of nude beaches when two strangers came out of 
nowhere to perfectly prove my point. 

Here I was, mid boring feminist lecture about 
the importance of safe spaces for naked bodies, 
when the entire thing played out in front of us: a 
very happy, completely naked woman ran past us 
on the beach, intersecting with a fully dressed 
couple walking the other way. Dressed Woman 
spied Naked Running Woman and let an out an 
overjoyed “Fuck, I love this beach”. 

Public nudity is very much fine in some 
countries and very much not in others, and NZ 
sits somewhere on the prudish end of things, it’s 
fair to say. But it’s only once you’ve discovered 
the freedom of a skinny dip, particularly one not 
done in secret, when you realise how totally 
intoxicating it is to do something so unexpected 
in broad daylight. 

I first discovered one of Auckland’s resident 
nude beaches in 2018 – my own personal 
pandemic year – when my similarly heartbroken 
friend and I were looking for a place to swim and 
cry in private. Two former male flatmates of mine 
had once suggested this beach, but we’d never 
made it a group trip because … that did not feel 
like the right environment to get my tits out, 
frankly. But this?  continued... 

Forget Getting Your Body 
Beach Ready. It’s About 
Getting Your Body NUDE 
Beach Ready – And Every 
Body Is Welcome 

Presie’s Piece 

The days are getting warmer and 
longer, which normally would mean an 
influx of visitors and potential members. 
Now, who knows?     

I have had the privilege of visiting all of your grounds and I 
know that they are all special in their own unique ways, and 
you should all be proud of the spaces previous members have 
bequeathed to the current membership. Imagine trying to 
create a club in today’s economic environment: the cost of 
land, Resource Consent, infrastructure, buildings, facilities. 

For these reasons, I am sure you will all enjoy the summer 
tending club gardens, mowing lawns and getting back to 
nature. Don’t forget to be sun-smart while enjoying naturism at 
its best. 

These are unprecedented times we are currently living in.  
Clubs are currently trying to make sense of the Traffic Light 
framework as opposed to the previous Alert Level system - 
which was quite clear – and how to apply this to their particular 
situation. Additionally there is the now the need to consider the 
requirement, or otherwise,  for Vaccination Passes. 

We, the NZNF, recently sent out a suggestion of things to 
consider when making your decisions.  

We do not have the expertise to guide clubs, particularly as 
all situations are different but we recommend you consider all 
information available to you, be kind and respect the fact that 
all of your members, regardless of vaccination status, have 
rights to enjoy your grounds, as they have all paid membership 
fees.   

Instead of unnecessarily ostracising a group of your members 
and potentially losing them, why not think outside the square 
and find ways for them to enjoy the facilities they are helping 
pay for, e.g. non-vaxed members only days (one club is 
considering this). 

The positive I am finding lately is that strangers are being kind 
to each other. Lets all try to do the same. 

Be Kind, Be True, Be Safe 

Emma Clifton 14/11/2021 
https://capsulenz.com/featured/nudebeach/ 
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The good part about being heartbroken is that your 
expectations for the world are already so low, it makes trying 
new things far more approachable. So, slowly, we tested the 
waters, so to speak. 

When you grow up in an overtly feminine-looking body, 
you are extremely aware of the social switch when people 
stop looking at you like a child and start looking at you like a 
young adult. The male gaze begins, and it never leaves. I can 
remember the hot, burning terror that coursed through me for 
every single social outing from the age of about 12, where, 
because I was tall and developed young, I was treated like a 
teenage girl, even though I definitely still felt like a kid. My 
school uniform helped, in that it featured a pinafore, a bowler 
hat and a shirt and tie, so I looked less like a young woman 
and more like a studious Victorian ghost. But in the week-
ends, it was anyone’s game and my growing body felt like 
public property. 

In Tina Fey’s book, Bossypants, she writes about having a 
conversation with other women that revolved around when 
they knew they had become young women and weren’t 
children any more. For every single woman, it was when 
men started yelling out their car windows at them. This is a 
universally s... experience and probably how many of you 
first discovered you were growing up as well – and that how 
you looked was very different to how you felt. 

Outfits you’d always worn become inappropriate, because 
the flesh within them was now bigger and therefore more 
sexualised than it was before. There was no freedom of just 
wearing – or not wearing – anything you liked, because the 
rules of the world dictated that not only was your body not 
okay, it also wasn’t safe. Once you get past a certain age, the 
female body becomes, for various reasons, a problem that 
needs to be concealed. 

It was in Iran, of all places, that I experienced the most 
public nudity of my life and the freedom that comes with it. 
Yes, Iran of the mandated headscarves and loose layers for 
females. At an all-women hammam spa, myself and 12 other 
Kiwi women realised all at the same time that when the spa 
hosts told us to “take off all your clothes and put them in the 
lockers”, they really meant all our clothes. 

In that shared experience you get when a group wordlessly 
reaches the consensus of “I guess we’re doing this?”, we all 
took every item of clothing off and awkwardly shuffled into 
the communal spa area, where we were each to be washed 
and scrubbed in the big open-plan room.  

The ages in that room ranged from twenty-five to seventy-
five and initially, we were all attempting to hide our boobs/
bits with the only things we had – a measly flannel that could 
cover one thing but not the other (a nudity Sophie’s Choice, if 
you will). But it was only after being laid down on the floor 
and covered in bubbles (it sounds more porny that it was) that 
we all just kind of … got over ourselves and were free to rest/
nap on the warm marble, all oiled up, like well-seasoned 
steaks. 

 The thing is, we don’t see a lot of normal-looking nudity in 
our normal lives and that’s a shame. The naked bodies we do 
see in pop culture are mostly designed to be admired or 
sexualised; there’s no real time when you get to see average, 
run-of-the-mill looking boobs and butts, en masse, just living 
their lives out in the world. And I think that’s a real shame. 
Maybe we wouldn’t still have such a weird “get your beach 
body ready” culture if we got to see all of the bodies, all of 
the time. 

Since this is yet another locked-down New Zealand 
summer, we can’t have some of the new experiences we 
might be looking for in a different year. But maybe trying a 
nude beach is a way to get that sliver of “something new”, a 
little bit of freedom, a little bit of change. When was the last 
time you felt totally free and un-judged in your body? Maybe 
it’s been a really, really long time. Maybe this is the summer 
you change that. Just pick your beach carefully and, for the 
absolute love of god, pack your sunscreen so you don’t fry 
your nips off. 

(“Is she seriously suggesting I try going nude this summer 
as a way to try something new?” you might be wondering to 
yourself. Yes, I am! Tourism NZ, feel free to borrow this for 
your next marketing strategy.) 

... continued from page 2 

Free the nipple - Wellington Orienatal Bay, January 2017 

Free the nipple - Auckland Mission Bay , January 2017 

Free the nipple - Stuff video, January 2017 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/experiences/beaches/127137151/why-you-should-try-a-nude-beach-this-summer 

(Stuff reproduced this item from casulenz.com/featured/nudebeach - “with permission”)  
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Editor's Ramble 
It was a great Labour Day Weekend. 
The never ending fairy story came to 

fruition at the Invercargill airport - yes 
we do have one - as the big bird taxied 
into the waiting crowd on another excep-
tional hot and yes, even a sunny day. 

The chauffeur waited in nervous ap-
prehension in her black city tractor 
knowing that the ‘pixie’ and her ‘cling-
on’ was about to emerge. Perhaps our 
readers need some added information.  

Chauffeur = NZNF Secretary. 
Pixie = Wendy NZNF President. 
Cling-on = Husband Nick NIVP. 
Visit = surprise event of the year. 
Hot sun = what happens when Wendy 

arrives saying “Wow, it’s sunny” to 
which the reply was “Yes, it’s always 
like this, and lo, it remained so for the 
next four days as evidenced by the burn-
ing of Wendy. Flop! The secret is out.. 
we have hot sun here too. 

The ‘chatter-boxes’ went on deep into 
the night. Early next morning, with a 
surprise frost still on the picnic table, 
Wendy fronted up for an outdoor inter-
view with the TV3-AM show. Sometime 
after 6am, as expected, the first com-
ment was “Nice mugs”. 

Was that an amended ‘Nice jugs’? ... 
such is the sarcasm expressed by these 
sort of interviewers. An hour later I saw 
a TV presenter say she’d never go gar-
dening naked ‘Throwing all her bits 
around’- how many ‘bits’ has she got? 

Back to the interview: it is still far too 
early to be out of bed, yet here is Wendy 
sitting on a frost-encrusted table with her 
‘bits’ out on it, wrapped only from the 
waist down. It’s called the TV fantasy of 
being naked! (gasp)  

So where are her hunky chunky sup-
portive team? 

Well, they were making sure all was 
well, from inside the warm club room,  
with one eye on the TV and one eye on 
the subject at hand - through the window!  

Tough being an effective president! 
Later that day a local reporter arrived 

for a Naked Garden Photo Shoot which 
achieved front page of the Southland 
Times. YESsss! Can’t get better promo 
than that.  

This photo shoot was in conjunction 
with the Naked Gardening Day. We’d 
advertised an open weekend to the pub-
lic which got one nibble, but that had got 
lost in the ‘fabric of life’. Shame really 
as it was a terrific Hot, Hot, day. 
While visiting our club  

The two presidents along with the na-
tional secretary drove the two hours to 
the east coast to support one of our 
members who is being bullied and 
threatened by a lone wolf police. 

This is just another attempt to express 
opinion as law, rather that upholding the 
law as it is. The point of including this 
event in our newsletter is so that all NZ 
Naturists can be made aware of the BS 
that some ignorant police wish to thrust 
upon us. 

Just for the record, I have spoken with 
that member who’s willing to have his 
story told so long as it remains within 
our naturist community. It has yet to go 
to court and as such names are withheld. 

Historicity, there was a hedge-row of 
sorts screening two properties. Part of 
the ‘Resource Consent’ is that the trees/
shrubs were not to be removed. But they 
were! All of them! ... By the neighbour! 

Penalty to neighbour for breaking the  
consent law? Nil. 

Penalty to our member for breaking no 
laws? Abuse the living snot out of him. 

His crime? Doing what he has always 
done, walking within the privacy of the 
hedge from his house to the beach for a 
swim.... naked!... Oops! 

Odd tho isn't it, how the police never 
abuse him for being naked and visible 
around his property, yet abuse the crap 
out if him when he's on the beach. 

Lets put this into some perspective... 
‘The beach’ here is not your typical 

tropical paradise crowded with people. 
This is the last beach before the south 
pole, almost, so the population density is 
only as dense as the idiot in the 
neighbour's house and the boyfriend in a 
marked police car. (Not very gracious 
am I? I also have received this crap, so 
have lost respect for Mr Plod's mates. I 
do accept one fly in the jar ruins the 
whole ointment – still tuff going tho!) 

The neighbour seems to have an early 
bird warning system, which launches the 
neighbour from a chair, propels said 
neighbour to the sliding doors which just 
fling open before venturing onto a bal-
cony, whereby the view downwards is 
photographed for ‘police evidence’ 
while yakking on the phone; needless to 
say the aforementioned lone wolf arrives 
salivating, with threats of penalties.  

Well! Can you imagine the dilemma 
that neighbour had when five naked 
souls ventured forth on this day. Oh 
what a field day!! The camera and the 
phone ran hot.  
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All the while our troupe were minding 
their own business and went there spe-
cifically to support our members who 
are feeling very lonely in what has be-
come a police-state controlled BS event.  

They do not know the law they pretend 
to uphold. To this end our man is forced 
to wear a ‘G’ string which everyone 
agrees makes the ‘object in question’ 
look even more provocative. It’s just 
nuts! (Was that a dad joke?) 

When police are questioned about the 
illegal activities of the neighbour taking 
photos of naked people without their 
consent, the police don’t want to know. 
Shame on them! 

Well it may make perfect sense, as that 
neighbour, having broken resource con-
sent with no penalty... what is wrong 
with a few more stuff ups? 

A certain lawyer was phoned, and he 
barrelled that lone-wolf policeman to the 
point of embarrassment, whereby he 
finally would listen no more, put his 
criminally active pen away, then the 
police sort of wanted to be, sort of, our 
member's mate.! 

It is not a crime to be naked in NZ 
unless you are going out of your way to 
be ... naughty ... so lets be honest, that 
does not include a walk to the beach for 
a swim. 

So New Zealand, we need to be very 
aware of how our freedoms and rights 
are being eroded - coerced even - into 
submission even near the waves and the 
tide... I left my socks and undies there, I 
wonder if they're dry?  

On Saturday 6th November a number 
of members and friends of Steve turned 
out at Steve’s Bach to farewell him 
following his death on Sunday 24th 
October  

The memorial gathering saw a num-
ber of members, including former 
members and friends of Steve, turnout 
to pay their respects and share some 
memories about him.  

Steve joined Pineglades in 1991 and 
at the time of his death had achieved 
Senior status as a club member. His 
involvement in the naturist lifestyle 
had started well before 1991, as he was 
a member of the Otago Sun club prior 
to it being rebranded as The Orchard 
Sun club where it is now situated in 
Sutton.  

Steve also was a member of Southern 
Sun and was involved in the establish-
ment of the club at Aparima.  

The twinkle in his eyes matched his 
twinkle toes and mischievous sense of 
humour.  

Despite his diagnosis earlier this year 
and the treatment he underwent Steve 
managed the bookings for the club up 
until just a few weeks before his death.  

His brave battle with cancer came to 
an end on what was our opening day at 
Pineglades. 

To Lisa and Karen and their family 
members we offer our sincere condo-
lences and hope that in fulfilling his 
last wishes that you will have derived 
some comfort from knowing that Pine-
glades will forever be his spiritual 
home and resting place.  

David Saunders 

RIP Steve Seaward  Allan’s ramble continued... 

Many of you will not be aware of 
Steve Seaward or his wife Karen at the 
Pinglades Club of which Jeremy 
Kelleher is a member. Jeremy sadly 
advised us of Steve's death this last 
labour day week end. 

I met them both a few years ago to see 
how they manipulated gardens as per 
their newsletters. I was made most 
welcome by Steve & Karen. 

It was at this meeting Steve told me 
how he had purchased the land at the 
Northern end of our Southern Naturally 
club grounds with the Church building 
on it and donated it to our club. 

It has also been said that the club held 
a festival at Southern Naturally, [Oh 
Wow!] the money raised being used to 
purchase that land. 

Jeremy also tells me that Steve was a 
past president of Southern Naturally. 

Other members who met Steve wrote 
the following; “Sad news about Steve. I 
met him at Pineglades on four or five 
different visits. We chatted away and he 
had told me that he was involved in the 
purchase of the land where the church 
was at Southern Naturally”. 

Allan Fredric 

The Editor’s Ramble above reminds 
me of a mid-80s prosecution of a lone 
naked sunbather at Dunedin’s Smailes 
Beach. Unfortunately, in that case 
there was a fine of $500 imposed by a 
local magistrate.  

It seems that the practical effect of 
changes to the law, is that they seep 
slowly down from Auckland to 
Invercargill - but (hopefully) get there 
in the end.   

Nearer Auckland our relationship 
with the ‘bobby on the beat’ is much 
more stable I think, and it also seems 
to me that it is events like the World 
Naked Bike Ride that have been the 
most effective methods of ensuring 
that both the police and public have 
eventually realised the reality - nudity 
per sé is simply not illegal!  

John Lowe 

Aparima at the time of purchase 
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Jamie Searle 
 
Naturists in the sunshine at 
Southland’s only nudist club, 
Southern Naturally, near 
Otautau, yesterday, from left, 
Wendy Lowe, her husband 
Nick, Alison Bennett, Wilma 
Kremer and Scott McGowan. 
They and other naturists will 
be pottering around with  

vegetables and flowers at the 
property today for the 
National Nude Gardening 
Day. “Hopefully, the weather 
will stay fine,” Bennett said. 
She is club treasurer and 
been a member for 18 years. 
Non-members were welcome 
to visit during the long 
weekend, she added. “They 
should come along, have a 
look around and enjoy  

yourself ... you don’t have to 
take your clothes off.” It is not 
compulsory to strip at the 
club. ‘We don’t say, ‘get your 
gear off’ ... when they’re 
ready, they’re ready.” 
Southern Naturally has 26 
members. New Zealand 
Naturist Federation president 
Wendy Lowe, of Hawke’s 
Bay, is visiting the club this 
weekend.  

There were 18 naturist clubs 
in New Zealand, with a total of 
1500 registered members, 
Lowe said. “There’s probably 
twice that number of naturists 
who don’t belong to any 
particular organisation.  
A lot of people are naturists 
without realising that they 
are ... they just like getting 
their kit off.” 

Naturists ready for Nude Gardening Day 

RobynEdie / STUFF 

Indeed the ‘Nude Gardening Day’ (and week) is now well past. But above is some indication of 
the value of having a corporate sponsor, where appropriate! I have seen evidence of sixteen  
publications (including radio & TV) publish directly or at least comment (not unfavourably!) on   
the original press release by Yates.  (John Lowe) 
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Recently, we talked quite a bit about 
how we see the future for naturism. 
About what is going well and what 
might need to change. Or updated, if you 
wish. With quite a young panel, the 
topic of the aging naturist was quickly 
brought up. Not just the fact that many 
naturists we meet are often older than 
ourselves, but also the stigma that has 
been created by this phenomenon. As 
Brendan summarised with a sweet Aus-
tralian accent: “Naturists are seen as a 
bunch of old blokes sitting around the 
caravan park naked“.  

The follow-up question was spot on: 
“Why would young people, especially 
young females, be interested in joining 
the club and hang out with a bunch of 
old men?” This is by far the biggest mis-
take that many naturist clubs and organi-
sations are making today. They like to 
believe that the younger generations are 
just not interested anymore in naturism. 
That they have become prudes. They 
blame the internet, social media, and 
smart phones. But they don’t question 
themselves. 
Diversity is more than an age balance 

Dan and Charlotte also talked quite a 
bit more about this topic on their own 
The Meandering Naturist blog, in a post 
that was conveniently called “Old, 
White, Naked RV Guys.” The RV-part 
may be more of a North American thing, 
the rest of this title very well defines the 
stigma in the whole western world and 
even Down Under. Immediately point-
ing out another lack of diversity in the 
naturist world: naturists are white. 

From our travels through Europe and 
the USA, we can only agree with this. 
We have met the odd black couple, but 
they were definitely a minority. Once 
again, we can easily write this off by 
saying that black people are just less 
interested in naturism. That it’s not in 
their culture to embrace social nudity. 
And while we’re at it, we can say the 
same about Hispanics and Asians. 

We could go even further, by saying 
that the average naturist is either Chris-
tian or not religious at all, and straight. 
There you go, for a philosophy that 
praises itself for being accepting and 
respectful towards everyone, it seems 
like we’ve been able to create quite a 
strong stereotype. 
Naturism diversity around the world 

Luckily, our travel experiences reach 
further than that and we’ve seen that 
things can be different. One of our pre-
ferred examples is Asia, where the local 

naturist was often around our age and 
definitely not white (nor did they drive 
an RV). One particularly memorable 
moment was one morning at Barefeet 
Naturist Resort in Bangkok when we 
shared the breakfast table with Muslims, 
Hindus, Buddhists, and Christians. All 
happily naked. For us, that was definite 
proof that naturism does go beyond 
physical and cultural characteristics. 

We saw something similar in Latin 
America, where the local naturist was 
obviously not white either, but also often 
dominantly female. Due to the combina-
tion of the rise of feminism and a still-
standing macho-culture, it was much 
more common to find a group of female 
friends at the nude beach than a group of 
male friends. Also here, the average age 
of the naturist tended to be much 
younger than what we’re used to. If Dan 
and Charlotte had been living in, let’s 
say Brazil, they might have written a 
blog post about the “Young, Latino na-
ked girls.” 
Why do those parts of the world have 
more diversity? 

If skin colour, gender, or religion are 
not determining factors for whether or 
not you might be a naturist, why does 
the stigma of the old white naked guy 
still persist in the western world? If 
there’s one similarity between Latin 
American and Asian countries, it’s that 
naturism is still a relatively young 
movement. Whereas in Europe, North 
America, and Oceania, naturism has 
existed for about a century. 

Does naturism age with its founders? 
We’ve previously mentioned that resort 
owners and organisation boards can be 
reluctant to question themselves. But we 
don’t believe that most of them do this 
on purpose. Naturism’s just evolved 
with them. Back in the sixties, they 
probably organised naturism for their 
own young generation. As they grew 
older, they adjusted their visions and 
activities. In doing so they adjusted na-
turism in general. Along the way, natur-
ism simply remained white and male. 
A black couple walk into a naturist club 

More and more online voices are call-
ing for a big push on the reset button: for 
kicking out the naturist establishment 
and starting all over again. But we don’t 
think that such drastic measures are nec-
essary. All that’s needed is the willing-
ness to change and to see things from a 
different perspective. Many of you will 
agree that if a black couple walks into 
the naturist club, they will be accepted, 

respected, and treated like everyone else. 
Because that’s what naturism is all 
about. But that’s also our own perspec-
tive. We don’t know how it feels to be 
that black couple. 

Well, not until recently, when we read 
the novel “Excuse My Nudeness” by 
Vongani Nkuna. It’s a short story about 
a young religious black couple in South 
Africa who start questioning society’s 
standards and become naturists. We 
definitely recommend this novel to eve-
ryone, and especially to the old white 
naked RV guys, because it gives you a 
glimpse of the other perspective. The 
interesting thing is that a very similar 
story could be written about every mi-
nority in naturism. By just replacing 
some words, the story could be about an 
Asian lesbian couple and still make ab-
solute sense. 
How to restore the balance? 

Vongani and his partner actually took 
the step to enter a white community as 
black people. But what about all those 
that don’t want to be the only gay in the 
club, the only woman in the bar, or the 
only young person in the retirement 
home? Birds of a feather flock together, 
we have seen around the world that re-
sorts with an established young commu-
nity tend to easily attract more young 
people and we think that this will be the 
same for all minorities in naturism. But 
where do you start? 

Sam and Aleah got it absolutely right. 
With their organisation, Florida Young 
Naturists, they bring young people to 
naturist resorts. The twenty-something 
couple that may have been reluctant to 
spend the weekend with a bunch of na-
ked old blokes, will be much more inter-
ested knowing that there are going to be 
other young couples and that the activi-
ties will be more in line with what their 
generation enjoys. 

Here we see an important role for 
many small naturist groups and associa-
tions. There are already specific groups 
for black naturists, gay naturists, and 
female naturists. Once these start work-
ing together with resorts and larger or-
ganisations, they can create diversity in 
naturism without anyone ever having to 
feel like a minority. 

Nick & Lins - February 24, 2021 

For our Wellingtonians - just ask 
Andrew (Pang) or Eru.  

They’re all easy to talk to,  
and have ideas to share! 
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In the context of Marketing Naturism 
here it occurred to me that we have Art 
& Drawing days and also Naked Bike 
Ride days - why not amalgamate them? 

Ideally we could maybe spend a bit 
more time at the preliminary painting of 
the bike-bodies and perhaps throw in a 
little competition for the best concept 
and/or painting. (Come to think of it 
Victoria Davis used to do just that in her 
original Takaka events.)  

Next March the first Waihi ride is be-
ing set up by the Hauraki Naturally crew 
(volunteers very welcome - please check 
out page 13)! 

So maybe at this particular event here 
in New Zealand, we can all keep an eye 
on how things unfold, with the intention 
of producing a template for extending 
public involvement.  

It’s the reliable repetition of family-
friendly fun days which will eventually 
establish reliable communities with val-
ues of dignity and respect. A lasting 
legacy of meaningful purpose for all. 
Some sort of antidote to having one’s 
conscience pierced by Greta, 
surely?  (JL) 

Technicalities thwarted my attempt to 
join those in the Marketing Workshop at 
the end of October, but the idea of actu-
ally marketing naturism had given me an 
opportunity to stop and think!  

Constance sent me comprehensive 
notes of what had occurred, but what 
had always bothered me a bit about this 
workshop idea was: what are we actually 
trying to sell here?  

Then I put the word out for sugges-
tions to fill some space in this newslet-
ter. Rok, the convenor of Hauraki Natu-
rally, pointed me to the eclectic Naturist 
World page of his site. For a second 
time, I saw the NY-based ‘Human Con-
nection Arts’ site which seemed to be 
mostly just shots of body-painters and 

their results. Then I noted more details.  
Although they are NY based, it actu-

ally has world wide reach! It also has a 
‘board’ as well as defined ways to ‘get 
involved’ - anywhere in the world. (The 
pictures shown here are from an HCA 
event in Switzerland.)  

Kinda obvious really - connect human-
ity through art - who could resist? 

Picture it - 

Creating an environment of trust, acceptance & love. 
Sharing the creative spirit that exists in all of us. 
Using the arts to spread freedom, joy and unity!  

Since 2007, Andy Golub has painted 
bodies in the public streets of New York 
City on hundreds of occasions. At first 
glance, these performances may seem 
innocuous, but they actually address a 
number of societal issues, through ART. 
Using for example, the human form as an 
aesthetic, rather than personal, identity. 

and they will come! 



Wellington’s photographer, Blair, found some members lazing about on the lawn 

Four WOS couples from Tauranga visited the BoP club  on a recent 
weekend. After a convivial evening chat and jokes, Saturday 
presented an ideal day for club uniform - ending a happy hour, dinner 
and a “hilarious game of five crowns.”  

Sunday wasn’t quite so fine so everyone enjoyed a light lunch  
before the conclusion of their laid back weekend.  

Also from the WOS 
newsletter is spectacular 
evidence of a huge amount of 
work involved in a major 25 
year upgrade of their 
swimming pool. 

From the WOS November newsletter 
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More WNC - from alongside 
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In terms of an attention-grabbing tagline, the Belgian 
movie Patrick had me at “Naturist campsite handyman loses 
his hammer”. Don’t expect anything saucy, though: Patrick, 
out on digital platforms on November 20th, is a spare, 
sombre character study, set in a woodland community where 
everybody happens to be naked. After a few minutes, you 
stop noticing, even though the film occasionally embraces 
the absurdism, especially in a fight scene between two angry 
naked men in a flimsy mobile home. 

Let’s admit it: when it comes to male nudity on screen, we 
have still got some growing up to do. Its female counterpart 
has been far more prevalent and often exploitative, but male 
nudity is often couched in terms of comedy or combat. In the 
latter sense, Patrick’s fight scene could well be filed 
alongside Oliver Reed and Alan Bates’s once-shocking 
grapple in Women in Love or, more recently, Viggo 
Mortensen’s bathhouse dust-up in Eastern Promises. Neither 
is it a million miles away from flesh-exposing but defiantly 
masculine stuff such as HBO’s prison series Oz or sword-and-
sandal movies such as 300. [No mention of The Piano! (JL)] 

Then there is the school of willy comedy, best practised by 
Judd Apatow, whose penis gag in Walk Hard: The Dewey 
Cox Story had audiences either walking out or in stitches. 
“America fears the penis,” said Apatow at the time. Cock-
related comedy is alive and well: witness Sacha Baron 
Cohen’s latest, where Borat proudly shows photos of his 

son’s “chram”. Baron Cohen has a track record: the first 
Borat movie’s notorious wrestling scene was comedy and 
combat combined. 

The day dick jokes stop being funny is the day comedy 
dies, arguably, but things are changing. For one, behind the 
camera there are relatively fewer men with questionable 
attitudes towards female nudity, and fewer women willing to 
comply with their demands. Meanwhile, some male actors - 
such as Tom Hiddleston (The Night Manager) and Harris 
Dickinson (Beach Rats) - have embraced nudity in the name 
of redressing the balance. There is more nudity on our 
screens than ever before, but - looking at shows such as 
Normal People, Euphoria, Sex Education, The Deuce and 
(latterly) Game of Thrones - it is much more equitable gender-
wise. The use of intimacy coordinators, prosthetics and CGI 
has also helped.  

You could call that progress, even if the flesh on display in 
these films and TV shows is invariably young, fit and 
conventionally attractive. Billing the ripped Paul Mescal as 
“normal” is hardly a giant leap for body image. By contrast, 
the actor Kevin Janssens actually gained weight to play the 
part of Patrick, and the movie is a parade of average bodies: 
middle-aged ones, out-of-shape ones, imperfect ones. As is 
often the case off screen, naked people on screen can be 
just … normal people.   

Steve Rose on film 

Free willy: are film and TV finally 
growing up about male nudity? 

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/nov/16/free-willy-are-film-and-tv-finally-growing-up-about-male-nudity 

Warning: trailer contains nudity 
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Orchard Sun Club Inc. 23 Harwood St,  
RD 2, Dunedin, 9077, 022 478 0903 
windfallsutton@gmail.com 
orchard.gonatural.co.nz 

https://bopsc.gonatural.co.nz/ 

 
 

NZNF Digital Platforms Coordinator 
Expressions of Interest 

The role of DPC on the NZNF executive is up for election at the 2022/23 AGM. I will have done around 14 years in the 
webmaster role by then, which I feel is enough. It is time for someone new. I am therefore seeking expressions of interest 
from suitably qualified individuals that might like to work with me over the next 12 months as basically a 2IC, with the 
expectation that you would put your nomination in for the role when it is open to nominations. I will still be DPC, but you 
would be kept in the loop with what I do, and maybe even take on responsibility for some of the work like assisting a club with 
their website. If there are several EOI’s, there is no reason why more than one couldn’t act as a 2IC. 

• HTML experience (experience in building websites would be great) 
• IT literate and able to work with website control panels and CMS systems 
• A knowledge of the Microsoft suite of tools 
• An ability to write reports and create working aids, job descriptions etc. 
• A knowledge of setting up email accounts on a variety of platforms 
• A knowledge of social media platforms including video chat programs (the DPC is the administrator for NZNF social media) 
• Ability to work with members of all affiliated clubs and associations 
• Not time challenged (able to respond to requests for assistance in a timely fashion) 
• And, other activities as they pop up. 

Basic requirements: 

If you are interested, or want more information, please email me at webmaster@nznf.nz or (027) 664-5526 
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I’m here to do some, ahem, uncovering, of the whole nudity issue.  
Nudity hasn’t been very popular on our planet for a long time, to say the 
least.  We’ve been conditioned to wear clothing every moment when we 
are amongst other people.  Even when we are not, we generally won’t 
spend more than the time it takes to shower without our clothes. Do we 
think about it? No! That’s just the way it is. 

So it seems a little foreign to ask my question: Does nudity hold a key for 
the healing of humanity? Absolutely, and I will explain. 

So to begin, do we, as human beings need healing? I say yes. One of the 
greatest healings I can see for our culture is a reconnection with nature. 
Connection with nature brings a sense of peace and well-being. My 
experience of most people in America today is we are ridiculously busy 
and stressed.  We as a culture are extremely removed from nature. We 
don’t grow our food, it arrives at the store, is cut, washed, and in little 
boxes. Most of us walk and drive on cement or asphalt. Many of us work in 
tall enclosed buildings, some without windows. When we walk around our 
favourite parks, to further disconnect us from nature, we do it in rubber 
soled shoes. 

Where does nudity come in? Nudity is the natural state of human beings. 
When someone can bare it all and is comfortable in their own skin, true 
freedom is possible.  Freedom from shame, from embarrassment, and from 
caring what others think.  

If you had freedom from caring what others think, what would be 
possible for you? A breakthrough in stress? Yes! Having love occur as 
unconditional? Yes! Being unleashed in your creativity? Yes! The biggest 
transformation is that the person who is brave enough to bare it all will 
have a breakthrough in self acceptance.  

The first time I went to a clothing optional spa, I was in my 20s.  I had no 
idea what to think or what to expect. I wasn’t nervous, but I was concerned 
that I would be uncomfortable.  When I shed my clothes and was “looked 
at” for the first time, it occurred to me that this was absolutely normal. I 
was surprisingly at home. Nobody leered at me, and it didn’t feel like 
anyone was looking at me. In fact, the feeling I did get was the warm 
feeling of self-acceptance. 

That was more than twenty years ago.  Everyone I have shared this 
experience with since, who is today a nudist, has had nearly the same 
experience: the concerns of being seen nude were completely dissolved the 
second that they were observed, transforming the whole experience to self-
acceptance.  

Now, if the whole human race had self-acceptance around themselves 
and their bodies, that would be quite a healing! 

There are those that refuse to accept their own bodies and the human 
body in general, and they will remain offended by the sight of the 
unclothed human body. These are the people that you DO NOT want to go 
to the clothing optional spa with! You will not have that breakthrough in 
self-acceptance I spoke of.  In fact, hanging out with these people will keep 
you living in doubt and uncertainty. 

I want to end this article with a quote that for me says it all. It’s from the 
bible, from Titus: “To the pure all things are pure, but to those who are 
defiled and unbelieving nothing is pure, but both their mind and conscience 
are defiled.”  

You are pure. We are all pure, even those who I just spoke of– they just 
don’t know it yet!  

I invite you to cause this healing in yourself. You deserve to be in 
acceptance with yourself and your body, to live free of stress, experience 
being unconditionally loved, and unleashed in your creativity.  

Look for a nudist group near you or book your next vacation at the 
nearest clothing optional spa, and start reaping the rewards of coming back 
to nature!  Mber Rose Love 

https://renudeworld.com/aboutus 

Does nudity hold a key for the healing of  humanity? 

My name is Mber Rose Love and I am the 
founder of reNude. I remember my first 
experience of “mindful nudity” right after 
college.  I went to a clothing-optional spa at the 
request of my man-friend from Germany, where 
clothing-optional spas are more common.  I felt 
as if I had come home. I felt no judgement, no 
discomfort, and just peace. I was able to relax 
there unlike I ever had before in any social 
setting. I never forgot that experience. 

Today, baring my body is my spiritual 
expression. I believe when humans were created, 
they came out of the womb naked on purpose. 
(Can you imagine coming out with Nikes, Levis 
and T-shirts?) It is humans that brought shame to 
our bodies. The time has come for the healing of 
humanity in our relationship to our bodies. 



Planning is now underway for the North Island WORLD NAKED BIKE RIDE (WNBR) 

The WNBR is an international light-hearted protest event that takes place in more than 80 cities in 20 countries.  It 
has been successfully held in the South Island for several years and now we are planning a North Island event. 

The ride will take place at Waihi Beach, starting at the Bowentown reserve and cycling the length of Seaforth 
Road, looping around Wilson Road and Snell Crescent, and returning along Seaforth back to the Bowentown 
Reserve.  Total distance is 10 Kilometers. The ride is completely flat and will take around 30 minutes. 

The date has been set for Saturday, 19 March, 2022, meeting at the start point at 1 p.m. 

We're now looking for folks with various skills to help make this happen! 

Even if you don't ride a bike, there are some cool ways that you can get involved in this fun event.  
We will need... 

*  Marshals and other Ground Crew 

*  Security 

*  Publicity Assistants 

*  Pilot vehicle Drivers 

*  First Aid personnel 

*  Body Painters 

*  Photographers 

*  Judges 

 If you'd like to be involved with planning, organising, and assisting on the day, please CONTACT US. 

We'd love to hear from you. 

Calling all volunteers! 

More details available in the next issue (inc. the route)  
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https://www.haurakinaturally.nz/contact-us
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The other day, we took part in an inter-
esting conversation about whether there 
is a need for naturist business models 
and whether or not naturism should be-
come more commercial. Would that help 
improve naturism as we know it, or 
would it backfire and take down the 
whole non-profit concept on which na-
turism was initially built? Would fully 
embracing capitalism be the next step 
towards normalising nudity? Or would it 
just open the door (even more) for natur-
ism to become sexualized? 

Naturism should always be free 
Let’s start with the beginning, a tweet 

from our friend Hector Martinez who is 
known not to fear throwing controversial 
topics on the table: “Until naturism be-
comes a profitable industry, society and 
our institutions won’t see the value in it. 
Morality is flexible when it comes to 
capitalism. Want to normalise nudity? 
Make naturism a profitable industry.” 

Naturism as a Business Model 
Someone immediately threw in a big 

“NO”. No, because naturism is a human 
right and should always be free. Of 
course, this person was absolutely right. 
Of course, everyone should be free to 
undress and spend some time in the 
nude. But that was not the point that 
Hector wanted to make. 

Compare it with exercising. It’s 100% 
free to exercise. You can wake up in the 
morning and do a couple of push-ups, sit-
ups, squats, and planks - nobody could 
ever charge you for that. But yet, there’s 
a billion-dollar industry built around 
exercising. There are workout videos, 
workout magazines, accessories you can 
buy, gyms where you can perform better 
than at home, private coaches to make 
sure you do everything right, even a 
whole food industry focusing specifi-
cally on those who like to exercise. 

What’s a naturist business? 
Just like ourselves, Hector is a 

“naturist content creator”. Someone who 
creates videos, photos, blogs, etc with 
the purpose of informing people about 
naturism and all its different facets. 
We’re both making a living from this, 
through advertising and sponsorship, 
and by selling guides and merchandise. 

Our businesses are as capitalist as can 
be: they totally rely on the law of supply 
and demand. If nobody’s interested in 
what we do, we won’t make any money 
and our businesses will fail. Period. 

Naturist content creators are still rare, 
at the moment. A much better-known 
type of naturist business is the resort. 
Just like the gym in the previous exam-
ple, a resort provides facilities for natur-
ists. Yes, you can be naked at home or in 
nature for free, but you may not have 
your own pool, volleyball court, or 
sauna. Or you may want to meet other 
naturists, but don’t exactly want to invite 
them all into your house. That’s the ser-
vice provided by naturist resorts. A ser-
vice you need to pay for. 

The advantage of naturist businesses 
Over the years, we’ve seen many na-

turist-content creators come and go. 
They start with the best intentions but 
soon run out of inspiration and quit. 
They didn’t realise how much time and 
effort goes into writing blog posts, creat-
ing videos, or editing photos. It’s a 
hobby that takes a lot of your time (and 
costs quite a lot in equipment) and it can 
take a long time before you get any re-
turn in terms of readers, followers, and 
engagement. 

Because this is our job, one we would-
n’t want to lose for the world, we aren’t 
able to just put a lot of hours into this; 
we’re also taking this very seriously.  

The same applies to resorts. Many of 
the best resorts we’ve visited around the 
world are professional organisations 
rather than non-profit clubs. If a resort 
needs to depend uniquely on volunteers, 
the things they can accomplish also 
uniquely depend on the skills of those 
volunteers. If they can hire paid staff, on 
the other hand, their only limitation is 

money. And if you have a great idea, it’s 
much easier to find a loan than to find a 
qualified person willing do to it for free. 

The danger of commercial naturism 
Does this mean that the future of na-

turism would be a lot brighter if it com-
pletely became commercial? That’s 
something you’ll never hear us say. 
There are a number of examples of na-
turist businesses gone wrong once 
money got involved. The most well-
known one is probably the “naturist vil-
lage” Cap d’Agde. It started out as a 
paradise for naturists on the French 
Mediterranean coast. But then investors 
started to realise that they could hugely 
increase their profits if they expanded 
their market. As a result, the first thing 
we saw when we entered Cap d’Agde 
was a billboard announcing a swingers 
party. 

In content creation, there are similar 
pitfalls. While some naturist content 
creators just disappeared, others realised 
that there’s a huge audience out there 
that’s willing to pay for “sexy naturist 
content”. It’s not a coincidence that 
you’ll find many more young naturist 
women on the internet than at any natur-
ist resort. Or even at all naturist resorts 
combined, probably. 

Finding the balance 
Long story short, we don’t believe that 

naturism can grow (or even survive) if it 
completely depends on a non-profit 
mindset. Nor do we believe that it can 
survive if money will be the most impor-
tant driver. We believe that the combina-
tion of ideology and a business model is 
the way forward. That means knowing 
how to make a naturist business or or-
ganisation profitable, while keeping the 
values high. 

This is how both we and Hector run 
our businesses, and only the future will 
tell if we made the right decision or if 
this whole blog post is just completely 
baloney. Well, the future... and you. 
Because if you stop reading our blog 
posts, following us on social media, or 
watching our videos, our whole naturist 
business model will collapse. 

So here’s an obvious question: What 
do you think about naturist business 
models?  Nick & Lins Sept 8, 2021 

Naturism as a business model? 



The Berwick experience - it’s quite unique... 
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Always good to know there'll be a helping hand around 
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Southern Free Beaches  

Naturist Retreat 

Where : Berwick Lodge – Berwick 

When  : Friday 18th Feb to Sunday 20th Feb 2022 

$70 per adult / $38 per child (at school)  

This includes a small contribution for canoes and sauna  

& a two course meal on Saturday night. 

 
 If you wish to opt out of the meal, the cost will be $57 per adult and $28 per child.  

(Please advise us of any dietary restrictions or allergies)  
 

Or if you just want to come for a visit, Berwick Lodge charges $10 per person for the day 
 

For more information or to RSVP:  

please contact: 

Julie 027 471 8941  
southernfreebeaches@gmail.com  

www.facebook.com/southernfreebeaches 
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Some South Island options - to or from Invercargill? 

On a 1000 acre 
property, a retreat 
from the modern 
lifestyles - to camping 
as it used to be: 
surrounded by nature. 

Our property is a 
working lifestyle farm 
situated a short 
distance from the 
popular Abel Tasman 
National park in a  
quiet valley with lots of 
wild-life, tracks for 
hiking or maybe some 
mountain biking. 

The higher parts of 
the property offer views 
of Tasman Bay. 

Although the camp is 
textile the rest of the 
property offers plenty 
of secluded areas for 
the naturist lifestyle 

Ph (03) 527 8212 

email: 
kmfry51@gmail.com 

Location: 78 Moss Rd 
Marahau, Motueka  

NZMCA discounts apply 

Hosts: Michael & 
Elaine Fry 

Marble Hills Retreat 

Camping 

P a l m e r s t o n !  
M a r a h a u !  

Are you looking for naturist- 
friendly accommodation in North 
Otago? 

Steve and Shelli Mears are 
o f f e r i n g  a  r a n g e  o f 
accommodation from farm-stay 
bed and breakfast to tent and 
camper sites on their small farm 
right beside SH1 north of 
Palmerston in Otago. 

Despite it’s handy location the 
house offers a very private 
setting with a large garden 
surrounded by trees and farm 
land which is well suited to the 
naturist lifestyle. Visitors are 
welcome for overnight or longer 
stays by arrangement. 

Steve and Shelli are active 
members of Southern Free 
beaches and keen to host other 
naturists and share their idyllic 
location and self-sufficient 
lifestyle.  

Steve and Shelli can 
be contacted at  

steveandshelli@xtra.co.nz 
or by phone on  
027 221 8500 

AUCKLAND SUN CLUB INC. 
Share our slice of Paradise! 

Enjoy superb naturist facilities in 2ha of bush in 
the Waitakere Ranges: Sauna, spa, swimming 
pool, camping, comfortable clubhouse.  

Ph: 09 814 9973 

P.O. Box 20 257, Glen Eden, Auckland 
Email: asc@gonatural.co.nz    
Website: asc.gonatural.co.nz 

Visit our piece of Paradise 

Manawatu Naturist Club 
www.manawatunaturistclub.co.nz 

027  390  4428 

! 

h! 

! 

A greenwash we could all enjoy! 
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scsc@gonatural.co.nz  

GERALDINEGERALDINE    

SOUTH CANTERBURY SUN CLUB- 

Fancy staying out at the club, 
but tents aren’t your thing? 

Why not try our cabin?  

It’s warm, private and cosy, 
close to all club facilities, 
and can be booked for a 
very reasonable fee of $20 
per night for members and 
$40 per night for non-
members. There are other 
fees for non-members 
using club facilities: ask 
one of the committee for 
prices. 

We also have powered 
sites for caravans and 
camper-vans for rent.  

 
You can also rent a site for 

the year and keep your 
caravan onsite.  

 

If you do you fancy 
camping under the 
stars there’s lots of 
room to do this too. 

Renting the Counties  
Club cabin 

 
Two basic cabins with double beds and bunks,  
available for hire, but linen is not supplied.  

Email: southernnaturally@gonatural.co.nz  

www.waikato.gonatural.co.nz�

To enjoy our wonderful piece of paradise  
 Ph [Peggy] 027 631 5883 
Email: waikato.outdoor@gonatural.co.nz 

Come and relax at our Hamilton complex 
W a i k a t o  O u t d o o r  S o c i e t y  I n c .   

 See you at the   campout  
starting January 3rd 

http://www.countiessunclub.com/Contact-Us/ 
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Some places to go 
Below is an alphabetic list of the known naturist options one 
can contact around this country. (Please let me know of any 
that have been missed!) No clubs are now under lockdown!  

First are all the (‘landed’) clubs (Alpine Lakes is an exception) 
then are listed the known privately operated venues, ending 
with the National organisations. * Indicates an ad elsewhere. 

There are two main ID systems: the Federation’s Central ID 
number, and the Free Beaches’ (yellow) ID card. Both indi-
cate your naturist credentials if visiting a venue other than 
‘one’s own’. But please note that the host being visited has 
complete authority over any visitor - the ID’s do not bestow 
in any ‘rights’ whatever, over the host’s absolute authority.  

 
 
* 
* 
 
* 
 
 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 
 
* 

 
 
 
 
* 
 
 
* 
 
 

* 
 
* 
* 

Naturist Federation Members 

1. Alpine Lakes Naturist Club, Central Otago, Alan 022 603 1439, alpinelakes@gonatural.co.nz 
 alpinelakes.gonatural.co.nz 

2. Auckland Outdoor Naturist Club PO Box 95235, Swanson, Waitakere 0653, 09 833 9209 www.aonc.nz 
3. Auckland Sun Club PO 755A West Coast Rd, Oratia, Auckland 0604, 09 814 9973 asc@gonatural.co.nz  
4.  asc.gonatural.co.nz 
5. Bay of Plenty Sun Club Inc. PO Box 838, Whakatane, 3120, 027 440 5157 bopsc@gonatural.co.nz 

 bopsun.gonatural.co.nz 
6. Canterbury Free Beaches PO Box 20295, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543, 03 310 6447 fredbear@freebeaches.org.nz 

 freebeaches.org.nz 
7. Counties Sun Club 112 Ramarama Road, Ramarama, Drury RD3, Auckland 2579, 027 296 2795 

 counties@gonaturaI.co.nz countiessunclub.com 
8. Hawkes Bay Naturist Club 1504 Glengarry Road, RD 2, Napier 4182, 027 450 0557 HBNC@gonatural.co.nz 

 hawkesbay.gonatural.co.nz 
9. Katikati Naturist Park 149 Wharawhara Road, RD2, Katikati, 3178, Chris Novis, 0800 456 7567 katikati-naturist-

 park.co.nz - info@katikati-naturist-park.co.nz  
10. Manawatu Naturist Club Inc. PO Box 980, Palmerston North, 4440, 027 390 4428 pro@mannatclub.com 

 www.manawatunaturistclub.co.nz 
11. Nelson Sun Club PO Box 33, Upper Moutere, Nelson 7144, 027 710 8025 secretary@nelsonnaturally.co.nz 

 www.nelsonnaturally.co.nz 
12. Orchard Sun Club Inc. 23 Harwood St, RD 2, Dunedin 9077, 022 478 0903 windfallsutton@gmail.com 

 orchard.gonatural.co.nz 
13. Pineglades Naturist Club PO Box 1823, Christchurch, 8140, 021 052 2528 pinegIades@gonaturaI.co.nz 

 pineglades.gonatural.co.nz 
14. Rotota Sun Club Inc. PO Box 1164, Taupo 3351, 07 333 7105 rototasunclub@gonatural.co.nz rotota.gonatural.co.nz 
15. South Canterbury Sun Club PO Box 13, Geraldine 7956, 021 123 5904 scsc@gonatural.co.nz scsc.gonatural.co.nz 
16. Southern Free Beaches www.facebook.com/southernfreebeaches 027 471 8941southernfreebeaches@gmail.com 
17. Southern Naturally 329 Guise Road, RD1 Otautau, 9689, 027 224 2724, southernnaturally@gonatural.co.nz 

 southernsun.gonatural.co.nz 
18. Taranaki Naturists Club 297 Brown Rd, RD42, Waitara, 4382, 027 439 0543, 027 542 1813, 027 444 2941 

 taranaki.naturists.club@gonatural.co.nz taranakinaturistsnz.com 
19. Waikato Outdoor Society Inc. PO Box 619, Hamilton 3240, 027 631 6883 waikato.outdoor@gonatural.co.nz 

 waikato.gonatural.co.nz 
20. Wellington Naturist Club 20 Molloys Road, Te Marua, Upper Hutt 5018, 027 330 6212 

 secretary@wellingtonnaturists.co.nz wellingtonnaturists.co.nz 

National Naturist Organisations 

1 Free Beaches NZ PO Box 20295, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543, 06 879 9262, 03 310 6447 
 fredbear@freebeaches.org.nz freebeaches.org.nz 

2 NZ Naturist Federation PO Box 619, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240, gonatural.co.nz (shop) 
3 NZ NUDVAN PO Box 619,  Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240, nudvan@gonatural.co.nz nudvan.gonatural.co.nz 

Non-Federation options 

1 Autumn Farm 37 Central Takaka Rd, Takaka 7183, stay@autumnfarm.com (03) 525 9013  
2 Bay of Plenty Naturists Bethlehem, Tauranga, bopnaturists@gmail.com www.bopnaturists.blogspot.com 
3 First Light Mangawhai Jude Road, Mangawhai, firstlightmangawhai@gmail.com  021 544 820 
4 Hauraki Naturally 1094 SH 25, Andrew Cook, haurakinaturally.nz haurakinaturally@gmail.com (07) 211 9106  
5 Marble Hills Retreat, 78 Moss Road, Marahau, Motueka Michael & Elaine Fry, kmfry@farmside.co.nz (03) 527 8212 
6 Mapua Leisure Park 33 Tory St, Mapua, Nelson, bookings@mapualeisurepark.co.nz (togs optional February & March) 
7 Northland Naturists Whangarei, nothlandnaturists@gmail.com (09) 438 7163, 027 483 1724 
8 Palmerston (south) Steve & Shelli Mears, SH1, Palmerston Otago, steveandshelli@xtra.co.nz, 027 221 8500  
9 Paradise 33c Poplar Lane, RD 3, Kerikeri 0293, Brian & Heather Moore, hobohm19@gmail.com, 021 0274 7407 
10 Parakai Springs 150 Parkhurst Rd Parakai, info@parakaisprings.co.nz 0800 468 768 
11 Rosco & Raewyn Ostrich & emu Ltd, 388 Kaimaumau Rd, RD1, Awanui, ostemu@gmail.com (09) 406 8807  
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Phone: +64 27 664 5526 

E-mail: webmaster@nznf.nz 

Or: editor@gonatural.co.nz 

New Zealand Naturist Federation 

PO Box 619 Waikato Mail Centre 

Hamilton 3240 

New Zealand 

https://gonatural.co.nz/news/2/11/NZNF-News/ 

If anyone would like to purchase 
copies of the gonatural Magazine we 
have a number of the issues from 1990 
to 2019 available.  

We can fit 4 in an envelope so we’re 
selling sets of 4, including postage in 
NZ, for $10.00 payment by Direct 
Credit to our bank, or $11.00 for credit 
card payment. (Postage is about $5.00). 
The magazines are currently in storage.  

For a list of what issues are available 
please email Noel at:- 

magazine@gonatural.co.nz  

Back issues of   

To see previous gonaturals go to: 

This certificate verifies that gonatural (previously The New Zealand  
Naturist) is available in New Zealand without restriction (the equivalent 
of a ‘G’ certificate for a film) so there is no age restriction on children.  

 

Wendy Lowe 
President 
president@nznf.nz 

Wilma Kremer 
Secretary 
secretary@nznf.nz 

Kathy Earby 
Treasurer 
treasurer@nznf.nz 

Nick Lowe 
NI Vice President 
nivp@nznf.nz 

David Saunders 
SI Vice President 
sivp@nznf.nz 

Christine Bowers 
Database Secretary 
database@nznf.nz 

Murray Nash 
Digital Platforms Co-ordinator 
webmaster@nznf.nz 

Ken Mercer 
Sports Co-ordinator 
sports@gonatural.co.nz 

Noel Thomas 
Business Manager 
magazine@gonatural.co.nz 

Constance Gervasi 
Marketing Officer 
Marketing@nznf.nz 

Mark Kennedy 
Merchandiser 
shop@gonatural.co.nz 

John Lowe 
Editor gonatural newsletter 
editor@gonatural.co.nz 

The Federation Personnel 

To all those who are, or would be; interested in becoming a part of 
this project, please contact the Originator /Founder by email at 
robhoyle@robhoyle.co.nz to be kept updated with progress. A 
project of this magnitude will require many, with a wide variety of 
skills and professions who can volunteer to make it a reality. As a 
well known yachtsman once said, “you can achieve anything if you 
stay focused” - or words to that effect. (With apologies to Sir Peter 
Blake). This will require some time to put together, but with some 
assistance from those enthusiastic, it will happen. While the basic 
format is being put together, I would also be keen to hear from 
those who could help provide the necessary funding to invest in a 
suitable property, when one becomes available. This would be the 
first of a number of investment opportunities as the project 
develops. (But see page 17 first!)  

A very rare opportunity! 

Please note that the nznaturists@... email is no longer valid. 

Astrid Nichole 
Social Media 
Social-media@gonatural.co,nz 

Some responses to update the Eco Village proposal. 
One is a concern that everyone may have to join in most of 

the Community activities. Definitely not the case. If you 
want to just chill out, then do just that. 

Employment opportunities may be available for those who 
want to earn while they are living in the Village Community. 

There have been concerns that you may be asked to donate 
all your assets to the Community if you want to be a resident. 

DEFINITELY NOT! While there’ll be investment & donation 
opportunities, these are just the same as you’d have anywhere in this 
country. (There may be other aspects of funding required, particularly 
while the Community is being established, but there will be no 
commitment required from those who can’t or don’t wish to.) 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any queries, I will be 
happy to discuss - robhoyle@robhoyle.co.nz 


